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Instructions:

1. Answer all questions in section A and any other 2 questions in Section B.

2. Candidates are advised not to write on the question paper

3. Candidates must hand in their answer booklets to the invigilator while in the
   examination room
SECTION A:  Answer all questions in this section (30 marks)

1. Briefly explain the why there is need for integrating Gender concern in Health. (3 Marks)

2. Explain Three challenges faced in mainstreaming Gender across sectors (3 Marks)

3. Explain the Following terms and give relevant examples
   a) Gender
   b) Health
   c) Sex (3 Marks)

4. Briefly give Three reasons how Gender Analysis can increase health Sector effectiveness. (3 Marks)

5. Give Three reasons to explain why you would recommend for working with a GOK health sector structure. (3 Marks)

6. Explain the advantages of
   a) Gender Mainstreaming in Health
   b) Gender Analysis in Health
   c) Gender Equality in Health (3 Marks)

7. In your Community, highlight any Three Gender Roles that have changed today. (3 Marks)

8. Explain Gender Norms, Roles and Relations as applied in our daily life. (3 Marks)

9. Mention any Three Guiding principles of Gender Analysis in Health. (3 Marks)

10. Mention the Three major Types of Sexuality (3 Marks)

SECTION B  Answer any two Questions (30 Marks)

11. Explain
    a) Why Gender Strategies focus on women (8 Marks)
    b) The Role of Men in achieving Gender Equality (7 Marks)

12. Discuss
    a) The concepts around male gender issues in Health . (6 Marks)
    b) Discuss why women have higher gender risk factors affecting them. (9 Marks)

13. Discuss The Key indicators of Gender mainstreaming performance in Health. (15 Marks)

14. Discuss the Gender Norms that can influence the health outcomes related to malaria in your community (15 Marks)